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Abstract

Mammalian and bacterial cells sense and exert mechanical forces through the process of mechanotransduction, which interconverts biochemical and physical signals. This is especially important in contact-dependent signaling, where ligand-receptor binding occurs at cell-cell or cell-ECM junctions. By virtue of occurring within these specialized junctions, receptors engaged in contact-dependent signaling undergo oligomerization and coupling with the cytoskeleton as part of their signaling mechanisms. While our ability to measure and map biochemical signaling within cell junctions has advanced over the past decades, physical cues remain difficult to map in space and time. Recently, supported lipid bilayer (SLB) technologies have emerged as a flexible platform to mimic and perturb cell-cell and cell-ECM junctions, allowing one to study membrane receptor mechanotransduction. Changing the lipid composition and underlying substrate tunes bilayer fluidity, and lipid and ligand micro- and nano-patterned spatially control positioning and clustering of receptors. Patterning metal gridlines within SLBs confines lipid mobility and introduces mechanical resistance. Here we review fundamental SLB mechanics and how SLBs can be engineered as tunable cell substrates for mechanotransduction studies. Finally, we highlight the impact of this work in understanding the biophysical mechanisms of cell adhesion. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Interactions between membrane receptors in cellular membranes edited by Kalina Hristova.
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1. Introduction

Sensitivity to mechanical forces is a common feature that is shared by the vast majority of organisms ranging from bacteria to mammals. It is fundamental to developmental processes, disease, and normal physiology. Cells transduce mechanical forces into biochemical signaling events in a bidirectional manner through the process of mechanotransduction. Cell surface receptors and cytoskeletal proteins sense and exert piconewton (pN) forces, which influence downstream biochemical responses through a wide range of processes with different molecular mechanisms. For example, mechanical forces may change the rates of reactions by accelerating or decelerating bond lifetimes [1]. Forces can also confine proteins, enhancing local concentration and binding interactions. Alternatively, forces can unfold specific protein domains, which expose cryptic binding sites or activates functions; this mechanism is common in stretch sensitive ion channels [2–4]. The implications of mechanical forces in cell signaling are vast. Mechanical forces regulate hearing, cell migration and adhesion, embryo development, lineage commitment, heart disease, cancer metastasis, and the immune response [5–9]. Even small differences in molecular mechanics can lead to distinct outcomes. In the immune system, for example, pN differences in receptor forces have been shown to attenuate downstream cell signaling [10,11]. Therefore, to engineer effective cell and material-based therapies, it is critical to understand how cells interact physically with their environment and how mechanical forces contribute to signaling.

The most common model system to study these events is adhesion, the process of cell-cell and cell-extracellular matrix attachment. In adhesion, cells transmit forces and sense the mechanical properties of neighboring cells and the extracellular matrix (ECM). Focal adhesions (FAs) structurally and mechanically link the cell and the ECM. These protein-rich assemblies connect the actin cytoskeleton to the ECM through integrins, which are dimeric receptors that span the cell membrane. Integrins have been shown to pull on their ligands and exert traction forces on the ECM [12–16]. Cell-cell adhesions are more structurally and functionally diverse, ranging from primarily mechanical linkages such as adherens junctions and desmosomes to tight junctions and immune cell synapses, which bring cells in physical contact for the initiation of an immune response. Integrin receptors including the LFA receptor have also been shown to mediate cell-cell adhesion, but the primary molecules of cell-cell adhesion are cadherin receptors, which form adherens junctions (AJs). Cadherins are tissue-specific calcium-dependent adhesion proteins that form dimers with adjacent (cis) and opposing (trans) cadherins. Cadherins indirectly link to the actin cytoskeleton, allowing force generation across cell-cell adhesions [17,18].

In both cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesions, forces are transmitted through the cytoskeleton. Actomyosin contractility is the primary mechanism of receptor-mediated tension, but actin also generates dynamic forces through treadmilling, the process of polymerization and depolymerization which exerts mechanical forces directly on the cell membrane [19,20]. Actin cytoskeleton remodeling can also drive receptor translocation in clustering, which reinforces adhesion [21].

Adhesion sites are often modeled using ECM or cell-adhesion molecule modified substrates. Geometry and mechanics are adjusted by patterning immobilized ligands on substrates of varying rigidity, from sparsely crosslinked polymers to glass. However, the specific events in mechanotransduction remain fundamentally challenging to study. Whereas biochemical signaling can be manipulated by knock-down assays or by inhibitory drugs, mechanotransduction is linked to substrate rigidity and cannot easily be altered without fundamentally changing the system, including the density of ligands. Thus, despite the advances in scaffolding, the precise role of mechanical forces in adhesion assembly remains poorly understood.

Recently, several studies have attempted to bridge this gap by using supported lipid bilayer (SLB) technologies to spatially control the generation of mechanical forces [22–27]. SLBs are biomimetic phospholipid membranes that self-assemble on planar glass substrates (Fig. 1A). They initially gained attention for their ability to form hybrid cell-cell interfaces and have been particularly useful in modeling antigen-presenting cells to study immune cell synapse formation during T cell activation [28–30]. SLBs can be formed by either vesicle fusion, in which unilamellar vesicles adhere to the substrate, rupture, and fuse into a plane, or by Langmuir deposition, in which individual leaflets of the bilayer are sequentially added [31,32]. A thin layer of water separates the glass from the lower leaflet, allowing both leaflets to maintain their fluidity [33] (Fig. 1A). Lipids freely diffuse in the XY-plane, and the diffusion coefficient is controlled by the bilayer’s phase [34] (Fig. 1B). A high bending modulus confines diffusion to the plane of the substrate. Thus, the physical properties of SLBs closely mimic those of the plasma membrane, and cell-SLB interfaces recapitulate the fluid interface between adjacent cells that physically engage, serving as hybrid cell-cell junctions.

An important advantage of the SLB platform is the ability to manipulate ligand mechanics to study mechanotransduction. Therefore, SLBs have recently emerged as a platform to probe receptor signaling events in both cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesion. Because fluid bilayers cannot support lateral traction forces, signaling pathways proceed in the absence of mechanotransduction in the plane of the SLB. By adjusting the fluidity of the bilayers or by patterning barriers as sites of force generation, resisting forces can be selectively introduced [26,35,36]. In this review, we describe SLB biophysics and various methods to manipulate mechanics on an SLB. We present this material alongside a discussion of literature that applies this platform to characterize integrin and cadherin mechanotransduction. Note that a number of reviews have fully described the SLB technologies and their use in studying cell biology [37,38]. Nevertheless, our focus is to emphasize recent work that pertains to the study of cell mechanobiology.

1.1. Receptor mechanics

In adhesion complexes, receptors serve as a mechanical linkage between the cell and the underlying matrix or an adjacent cell. Thus, these sites regulate signaling not only through binding, but also through force transduction. Mechanical forces adjust downstream cell signaling by modulating bond lifetime. For an idealized bond with a single energy barrier, the Bell model states that mechanical forces alter bond lifetime, resisting forces can be selectively introduced [26,35,36]. In this review, we describe SLB biophysics and various methods to manipulate mechanics on an SLB. We present this material alongside a discussion of literature that applies this platform to characterize integrin and cadherin mechanotransduction. Note that a number of reviews have fully described the SLB technologies and their use in studying cell biology [37,38]. Nevertheless, our focus is to emphasize recent work that pertains to the study of cell mechanobiology.

\[ \tau = \frac{I}{kT} \]
force, this equation is modified:

\[ T = T_0 e^{-\frac{E_b - \gamma f}{kT}} \]

\( \gamma \) is a structural parameter and \( f \) is the force applied to the bond.

Receptor-ligand interactions vary in their response to forces. While most bonds will display a reduced lifetime with the application of pN forces, certain receptors form catch bonds. Catch bonds are an exception in which mechanical forces strengthen adhesion by lengthening bond lifetime. Many adhesion proteins, most notably the integrin family, have been shown to form catch bonds with their ligands [39,40]. The general form of the Bell model can be applied to understand how forces drive the presentation of cryptic sites or the stabilization of weak interactions.

1.2. Advantages of supported lipid bilayers

Many signaling pathways are contact-dependent and initiated at the cell membrane when a receptor interacts with a ligand present on an opposing cell surface or ECM. Signaling responses are regulated in part by the biophysical properties of interaction, including bond lifetimes, receptor spatial organization, clustering, and mechanics at these interfaces [35,36,41–45]. SLBs provide a convenient model to study and perturb these membrane-mediated interactions and signaling pathways. Although the cell membrane includes a rich variety of proteins and lipids that segregate into complex domains, SLBs allow the isolation of a few receptors of interest to study receptor-receptor (cis) and receptor-ligand (trans) interactions. Furthermore, SLBs recapitulate the geometry of juxtacrine interactions, in which ligands and receptors are expressed on adjacent cells and physical contact between the cells is necessary to trigger signaling. Contact-dependent signaling pathways require surface anchoring of ligands and soluble ligand molecules often fail at initiating downstream receptor signaling cascades. For example, surface-bound ligands are required for integrin-mediated cell adhesion [46]. T cell triggering requires surface presentation of antigen and the formation of a physical junction between the T cell and the antigen presenting cell [43,47]. By the incorporation of ligands or transmembrane proteins into an SLB, the native 2D binding geometry can be sufficiently mimicked to initiate a downstream response.

Although rigid surfaces can also be functionalized to present ligands in a planar geometry, SLBs offer a distinct advantage in their lateral fluidity, which permits clustering and transport [22]. Super-resolution imaging reveals that many receptors exist in nanoscale clusters on the cell membrane prior to signaling [48]. Upon receptor-ligand binding, hundreds to thousands of receptors associate together in microclusters, leading to signal amplification, increased specificity, and response-time coordination [49,50]. Whereas individual receptors typically are not connected with the cytoskeleton, clustered receptors can associate with the cytoskeleton, providing a direct linkage between the extracellular proteins and the cell’s force generating machinery. Thus, receptor clustering reinforces cytoskeletal coupling and strengthens the force of adhesion [51]. In the case of unligated receptor clustering, cluster lifetime is reduced compared to the lifetime of ligand-bound receptor clusters [24]. In many cases, clusters are actively transported across the membrane, their translocation corresponding to the amplitude of biochemical signaling [35,36,52]. These mechanisms demonstrate the importance of ligated receptor lateral transport, which can only be captured on fluid substrates.

In addition, SLBs offer several experimental advantages. The bilayer’s 2D geometry permits quantitative analysis of receptor diffusion and oligomerization, which are easily measured with fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). Fluorescence imaging, and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) of tagged lipids or proteins [32]. The
planar geometry of cell-SLB interactions can also be easily imaged with total internal reflection microscopy (TIRF). In TIRF, an evanescent wave excites fluorophores in a thin ~150 nm slice at the surface, providing improved signal-to-noise ratio compared to epifluorescence [53]. Time-lapse TIRF images can be collected on time scales compatible with receptor transport and downstream biochemical signaling.

2. Mechanics in supported lipid bilayer systems

2.1. Mechanics of supported lipid bilayers

2.1.1. Supported lipid bilayer mechanical characterization

Bidirectional mechanical properties are typically characterized by the compression modulus, \( K_c \), the bending modulus, \( K_b \), and the edge energy, \( \Lambda \). \( K_c \) describes the bilayer’s resistance to changing area, whereas \( K_b \) measures the energy needed to curve a bilayer. Unilamellar SLBs and SLBs on rigid substrates are tightly confined in the \( x-y \)-plane. In these cases, \( K_b \) is not a relevant parameter. However, fluctuations in the z-direction in stacked and cushioned SLBs depend on \( K_b \). For small membrane deformations, \( K_c \) and \( K_b \) are linearly related, with \( K_b \) scaling with bilayer thickness. \( K_b \) exhibits phase-dependent behavior: Liquid-disordered (\( l_\text{D} \)) (fluid) SLBs have a low compression modulus of 0.12 N/m. When further deformed, lipid interactions are disrupted, which causes the SLB to behave as a soft material with a compression modulus of 0.05 N/m [54]. A quantifies the bilayer’s resistance to pore formation; it is the energy cost due to exposed fatty acid chains. \( A \) contributes to the bilayer’s ability to self-heal; positive edge energy indicates that pores will only form under the application of tension. Thus, \( A \) contributes to the stability of an SLB under receptor-mediated forces. For 100 mol% DOPC SLBs, the edge tension, \( A \) per length, is 27.7 pN [55].

Deforming the SLB over a nanoscale pore using AFM allowed the measurement of an apparent SLB “spring constant” [56]. In fluid and gel-phase membranes, the apparent “spring constant” was found to be 0.0039 N/m and 0.015 N/m, respectively. For pore sizes below 100 nm, the restoring force decreased with pore radius. For deformations between 4 and 10 nm, the apparent “spring constant” was linearly related to surface tension and \( K_b \) [56]. The value of the apparent “spring constant” of an SLB is useful for quantifying local membrane deformations, specifically in the case of cell mechanotransduction on cushioned and multilamellar SLBs.

Cell substrate mechanical properties are most commonly characterized by their Young’s Modulus, \( E \), which measures the substrate stiffness and is defined as stress (force per area) over strain (deformation). As this parameter is not well defined for membranes, direct comparison of SLB mechanical properties with those of conventional polymer supports is not simple. SLBs are anisotropic materials, rigid in the z-direction and minimally resistive in the lateral direction (Section 2.2.1). The stiffness of SLBs in the z-direction is reflective of the mechanical properties of the underlying support. To obtain the elastic response of an SLB in the z-direction, Picas et al. developed a novel AFM-based method, PeakForce-Quantitative Nanomechanics [57]. SLBs on mica were oscillated vertically at 2 kHz and allowed to contact an AFM tip. At a loading force of 200 pN, the z-direction Young’s Modulus of SLBs was reported at 47 kPa [58].

2.1.2. Lipid extraction under force

In addition to the properties governing the reversible deformation of an SLB under tension, it is important to consider the irreversible destruction of bilayers under mechanical forces. Apart from specialized biological functions such as endocytosis, membranes can only undergo a few percent strain before rupture. In the case of adhesion receptor mechanobiology, the more important parameter is the force of lipid extraction rather than whole membrane rupture. The location of detachment can be determined by the relative energy gradient at the bond.\[
\frac{F_b}{F_m} = \frac{2E_b l_m}{E_m l_b}
\]

In this equation, \( l_m \) and \( l_b \) refer to lipid anchor and bond length, respectively, and \( E_b \) and \( E_m \) are the energies of bond rupture and membrane failure, respectively. Given the case where the bond energies are similar, the likelihood of failure increases with hydrophobic tail length. Thus, given a constant bond length, the force of lipid extraction decreases with hydrocarbon chain length [59]. Wong et al. calculated that pulling a PEG-lipid from the bilayer into an aqueous environment would require 23 pN [60]. Leckband et al. measured an adhesion force of 80 pN required to extract a lipid via biotin-streptavidin interaction [59]. For mica-supported POPC bilayers, 50 pN was required to extract a single POPE lipid using AFM. Cholesterol extraction in phase-separated SLBs using both AFM and molecular dynamics simulations revealed that extraction requires more force in liquid ordered \( (l_\text{D}) \) regions than in liquid disordered \( (l_\alpha) \) regions (Section 3.1.1). SLBs are generally sufficiently stable to withstand short-term applied forces (~1 h) by cells, but lipid extraction is noted at longer time scales. Yu et al. reported integrin endocytosis on SLBs and observed internalization 3 h following cell-substrate engagement [61]. B cells could extract antigen on viscoelastic plasma membrane sheets, but not on supported lipid bilayers which were more tightly coupled to the substrate [62].

2.2. Frictional and mechanical forces on membranes and receptor-ligand complexes

2.2.1. Diffusion and viscous drag in supported lipid bilayers

Diffusion in an SLB is considered in two regimes: diffusion of lipids and similarly small molecules and diffusion of proteins and other large molecules. Lipid diffusion requires sufficiently large free volume and sufficiently high energy to disrupt neighboring tail interactions. In SLBs, the diffusion coefficient, \( D \), is determined by phase and substrate-SLB coupling. For larger species, the bilayer is treated as a continuous viscous media. Diffusion is attributed to the net sum of forces due to collisions with lipid molecules and the resisting frictional force, viscous drag that is imparted by the membrane [63]. The diffusion coefficient, \( D \), and frictional coefficient, \( f \), are inversely related by the Einstein Relation:\[
D = \frac{kT}{f}
\]

in which \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant and \( T \) is temperature. For an integral membrane protein in an SLB,\[
f = 4\pi\mu h l \left( \frac{\ln(hu)}{\alpha l^2} - \nu \right)^{-1}
\]

This assumes a cylindrical protein with radius \( a \) in a bilayer of height \( h \). \( \mu \) is the viscosity of the bilayer, \( \nu \) is the viscosity of the surrounding medium \( (\nu = \mu') \), \( U \) is the proteins velocity, and \( \gamma \) is Euler’s constant [63,64]. These are important parameters, because increasing the frictional force that proteins experience in an SLB can give rise to resisting forces sufficient to support receptor-mediated tension (Section 3.1.1) [26]. Steric hindrance prevents direct transmembrane protein reconstitution in SLBs, so protein domains or ligands are more commonly tethered.
to lipid anchors. A useful model to quantify diffusion of tethered protein domains in SLBs is the the pleckstrin homology (PH) domain model, in which each PH domain attaches to single PIP₂. Knight and Falke found that the PH domain protruded further into the surrounding membrane than into the SLB, but that the diffusion coefficient closely matched that of PIP₂. This indicates that transport is regulated primarily by intra-membrane friction rather than by drag between lipid-tethered proteins and the surrounding media [65,66]. These results logically follow from viscosity measurements, which suggest that SLBs are 200× more viscous than their surrounding aqueous environments [65].

In more complex scenarios, the diffusion coefficient depended on protein-ligand interactions. The diffusion coefficient of multimers inversely scaled with the number of bound lipids, and contributions of lipid binding and protein insertion into the hydrophobic core were additive for membrane penetrating proteins such that:

$$D = \frac{1}{F_1N} + cP$$

Here, \(N\) is the number of bound lipids, \(F\) is the frictional contribution of a single lipid, \(c\) is a constant, and \(P\) is the number of penetrating domains [67].

Typical diffusion coefficients for lipids in fluid and liquid-disorder SLBs are 1–4 μm²/s and 0.1 μm²/s, respectively [68]. The diffusion coefficient of 17 tethered protein domains with various degrees of lipid penetration ranged from 0.22 to 2.6 μm²/s. Corresponding frictional coefficients ranged from 0.39 for anti-biotin with only one lipid binding domain to 4.6 for a fusion construct with 6 bound lipids [67]. Biswas et al. estimated that extracellular domains of E-cadherin on a fluid SLB experienced an average of 0.5 N viscous drag during lamellipodium retraction [26].

Although membrane-bound proteins only attach directly to one or few lipids, protein binding has been observed to alter lipid diffusion within a larger radius. Forstner et al. found that near the melting temperature, cholera toxin binding induced the formation of gel-phase islands in DMPC and DMPG SLBs [69]. Molecular dynamics simulations of Kv1.2 ion channel in DOPC bilayers suggest that this layer includes approximately 50–100 lipids which diffuse with the protein [70]. At reasonably low concentrations, diffusion coefficients of membrane-bound proteins are concentration independent [71]. This rule breaks down when proteins are added in sufficiently high concentrations to form a monolayer [71,72].

In cells, receptor-ligand transport is hindered by cytoskeletal barriers imposed on the bilayer. Spectrin forms a geometric mesh that supports the membrane, and actin can limit protein diffusion through the tether model, in which a protein is directly bound to the cytoskeleton, and the fence model, in which proteins diffusion is spatially limited by bulky cytoskeletal barriers [73,74]. Edinin et al. demonstrated that these barriers dynamically confine protein diffusion, and that the mechanism of protein attachment to the membrane affects confinement [75]. Homogeneous SLBs cannot impart such forces on ligands and receptors, but several experimental techniques allow the experimenter to controlably pattern corral (Section 3.2.2), and these phenomena may affect receptor transport in the SLB-adhered cell.

### 2.2.2. Effects of membrane tension
Within both cells and cell-free systems, membrane tension has been shown to induce receptor-ligand transport. Smith et al. developed parallel fluid and non-fluid cell-free systems to assess adhesion of mobile versus immobile integrins. Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) containing RGD-functionalized lipids equilibrated on SLBs containing mobile or immobile embedded integrin receptors, and a ~2–4 pN vertical force was applied to the membrane using optical tweezers. Whereas immobile bonds stretched and ruptured, mobile linkages clustered beneath the GUV to resist detachment [76]. In the fluid system, which contained more GUV-surface linkages, each bond experienced negligible force (0.2 N), and the remodeling response was attributed to thermodynamic requirements to reduce free energy rather than to mechanics. Nevertheless, this work illustrates the concept that membrane tension can passively drive receptor reorganization at a juxtacrine interface. Accordingly, membrane tension applied by micropipette aspiration was sufficient to cause membrane flattening and passive E-cadherin recruitment in endothelial cells [77].

### 2.2.3. Force generation by cytoskeletal and motor proteins
Cytoskeletal proteins and motor proteins exert forces on membranes and their associated receptors. The cytoskeleton has two primary mechanisms of active force generation, polymerization and contractility. Actin and microtubules polymerize against the membrane, generating forces through a ratchet model. Thermodynamic fluctuations cause a transient space between the filament and the bilayer, allowing the insertion of a subunit. The extending polymer exerts pushing forces against the membrane. Footer et al. demonstrated that 8 parallel actin bundles can exert 1 pN force on a rigid wall, and actin comets have shown persistent polymerization at resisting forces of 4.3 nN [78,79]. In podosomes, crosslinked actin polymerization against the membrane causes the cell to protrude into the substrate (Section 5.2). These protrusions have been measured to exert an average of 94 nN on Formvar sheets [23,80]. Actomyosin contractility directly pulls actin-bound receptors. Motor proteins including myosins walk along actin filaments, generating 3–4 pN per step per myosin head; this actomyosin contractility is responsible for receptor tension and traction forces in many systems [81–83]. A key question in the literature has been whether myosin can generate forces parallel to the membrane or only perpendicular. Long-range traction forces are dissipated due to lipid diffusion in an SLB, but recent work by Pyrissopoulou et al. suggests that myosin motors can act in concert to generate low pN forces at a fluid interface [84]. Thus, while motor proteins generate large traction forces on rigid substrates, in-plane force generation and maintenance at fluid interfaces are more transient and require high cooperativity.

### 3. Supported lipid bilayers technologies

#### 3.1. Methods to perturb bilayer mechanics

##### 3.1.1. Tuning SLB composition to control lateral diffusion
The simplest way to manipulate SLB mechanics is to adjust lipid composition and packing. This can be accomplished by adjusting the degree of fatty acid unsaturation. Changes in phase are accompanied by changes in diffusive and active transport due to altered SLB fluidity. Within an SLB, individual lipids interact via Van der Waals interactions, and their packing determines SLB phase. Below the melting temperature, SLBs are in gel phase with the lipid hydrocarbon tails rigidly arranged. Above the melting temperature, fatty acids rotate about their C–C bonds and exhibit long range coordinated motion. Lipids with longer hydrocarbon chains exhibit improved packing and reduced free volume, leading to slower diffusion [85].

In studies of mechanotransduction, adjusting SLB fluidity has two primary consequences. First, the kinetics of the system are altered. In a system with decreased fluidity, ligated receptor transport across the cell-SLB interface is slowed, potentially allowing for nucleation or for additional signaling molecules to bind. In addition, a gel-phase or crowded membrane with low fluidity permits the generation of resisting forces. In a fluid system, lateral forces cannot be applied because there is no resistance [26]. An additional benefit of phase-controlled bilayers is the ability to better mimic the cell’s plasma membrane. SLBs provide a simplistic experimental platform, however they lack the complexity and richness of live cell membranes, which are separated into multiple domains and are comprised of hundreds of lipids and thousands of proteins. Adjusting the phase of a SLB can begin to capture the complexity of the plasma membrane and create a more physiologically relevant model.
Cholesterol biosynthesis is tightly regulated in part to modulate membrane fluidity, thickness, and integral protein activity. This is mediated by cholesterol’s rigid ring structure inserting into the membrane. Cholesterol is hypothesized to straighten saturated lipids, allowing them to pack more efficiently. This effect on lipid-lipid interactions likely more directly modulates bilayer fluidity than the introduction of cholesterol-lipid interactions [Fig. 2A] [85,86]. Accordingly, cholesterol is a common species used to modulate bilayers in vitro. Cholesterol-containing membranes exhibit three states, gel phase, Lo (at high concentrations of cholesterol and below Tm), and ld (at high temperatures and low cholesterol concentrations). In the Lo phase, lipids exhibit strong tail interactions like in the gel phase, however they retain high fluidity. Cholesterol’s effects on bilayers are dependent on lipid composition, temperature, and cholesterol concentration. For example, DPPC membranes are homogeneous at low concentrations of cholesterol and can exist in either the Lo or gel state. At 10 mol% cholesterol, DPPC membranes phase separate into a cholesterol-depleted region and a cholesterol-rich liquid disordered region. However, the addition of 50 mol% cholesterol again gives rise to a homogeneous bilayer [87]. Thus, great care must be taken when doping bilayers with cholesterol to achieve the desired effect. In SLBs, 25 mol% cholesterol in DOPC membranes has been shown to reduce the diffusion coefficient of lipids and anchored proteins 4-5-fold [42].

As an alternate approach, SLB phase may be modulated by the addition of lipids with a bulky tail group (Fig. 2B). 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) labeled with 7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl (NBD) emerged as a popular fluorescent probe in the study of membrane physiology; however differential scanning calorimetry revealed that as low as 1%, NBD-PC altered membrane physical properties [88]. Interestingly, the placement of NBD on the hydrocarbon tail determined the effect on phase. Harnessing the artifacts introduced by NBD-PC, Biswas et al. used NBD-PC to generate partially fluid bilayers to study adherens junction formation (Fig. 2B) [26].

Sterically crowding the membrane with protein alters SLB fluidity without significantly changing the lipid composition. SLB functionalization with streptavidin is achieved by doping in a small amount of biotinylated lipid, typically biotin-DPPE. In kinetics assays, streptavidin binding saturated at 4 mol% biotin-DPPE with two biotinylated lipids binding each streptavidin. At concentrations below 4 mol% biotin-DPPE, streptavidin bind in a dose dependent manner. At 4 mol% biotin-DPPE, bound streptavidin forms a crystal monolayer [72,89]. Whereas SLBs with low streptavidin coverage retained their fluidity, crowded streptavidin monolayers obstructed long-range diffusion [41]. Thus, the long-range diffusion coefficient is reduced by increasing the density of streptavidin molecules on the SLB. This method is particularly useful for probing the effects of lateral transport on receptor signaling. By comparing Notch activation in cells on fluid, nonfluid, and rigid surfaces, Narui and Salaita identified that the Notch/Delta pathway is mechanosensitive and responds nonlinearly to ligand fluidity [41,164]. More recently, it was shown that platelets prefer to adhere to crowded membranes [90]. A nonfluid interface for cell adhesion was also recently fabricated by covalently linking ECM proteins to fluid lipids [91].

Selection of lipids with a transition temperature close to physiological conditions allows manipulation of bilayer fluidity without significantly changing SLB chemical composition (Section 5.1). For example, 1-myristol-2-palmitol-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (MPPC) has a melting temperature of 35 °C, allowing the lipids to be switched between gel phase and liquid phase in a temperature range compatible with live cell imaging. Demonstrating this, Adreasson-Ochsner fabricated micron sized 3-dimensional wells coated with supported MPPC bilayers containing E-cadherin ligands on the walls and base of the well. A single cell could spread in each well, and the differences in adhesion could be observed on chemically identical bilayers different only in their lateral fluidity [92]. A key nuance to this work is that the biology itself could be altered by the temperature change between fluid and non-fluid bilayers. However, given the small difference in temperature, these effects are likely minimal. The benefit to this method of adjusting phase is that it is ligand-concentration independent. Whereas membrane crowding with streptavidin also typically affects ligand binding and density, a simple assay with SLBs below and above their melting temperature avoids convolution with ligand presentation and circumvents the need to add a fluorescent lipid.

3.1.2. Stacked and cushioned bilayers

The physical properties of SLBs are closely linked with substrate mechanics and topology. SLBs are most often formed on silicon oxide glass, and a thin layer of water separates the lower leaflet from the glass. The exact effects of surface-lipid interactions are highly contested and preparation dependent, but evidence suggests that lipid-substrate coupling can cause uneven leaflet lipid composition, drag between upper and lower leaflets, altered surface tension, and reduced fluidity [93–95]. According to the classic model developed by Evans and Sackmann, the frictional coefficient between the membrane and the substrate is inversely related to the thickness of the fluid layer of separation [96]. Therefore, increasing the thickness of the fluid supporting the bilayer will increase the mobility of the SLB. This insight has motivated the development of cushioned and stacked bilayers.

From a biomimetic standpoint, the effects of glass cannot be ignored. Whereas glass has a modulus on the order of GPa, atomic force microscopy measurements suggest that stiffness of the cell cortex which supports the cell membrane in vivo is one million times softer on the order of kPa [97]. Accordingly, creating SLBs on soft cortex-like supports is desirable. Here we discuss two converging approaches using SLB
technologies: stacked bilayers in which multiple bilayers are fabricated on top of each other and cushioned bilayers in which the SLB is formed on a polymer support (Fig. 2C). These systems physically decouple the SLB from the glass substrate, offering the potential for improved physiological relevance in cell studies. We anticipate these platforms to be extremely useful in elucidating the role of mechanics in cell signaling and cell differentiation.

Several fabrication methods for stacked SLBs have been attempted with varying levels of success. Covalent linking of lipids by NHS/EDC chemistry generated stacked bilayers, but the upper bilayer exhibited slowed diffusion and only ~75% of the lipids were mobile. This was hypothesized to be the result of nanoscale discontinuities in secondary SLB coverage, which were revealed by AFM [98]. Murray et al. tethered biotinylated vesicles to streptavidin functionalized SB and observed secondary bilayer formation at high vesicle concentrations. Diffusion was not significantly altered in the upper membrane compared to single layer SLBs [99]. Stacked SLBs stabilized with multiple favorable interactions improved quality, and SLBs connected with two positively charged bilayers with cholesterol functionalized DNA demonstrated high fluidity. However, these membranes remained challenging to characterize [100].

Recent advances have allowed the formation of homogeneous and heterogeneous SLWs with up to four layers. Zhu et al. demonstrated that the incorporation of 10% cationic or anionic lipids allowed the formation of homogeneous or patterned bilayers [101]. In patterned bilayers, the addition of saturated 1,2-distearyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphocholine (DSPC) induced charged lipid phase separation. Phase separated domains aligned in each layer but were contingent upon bilayer fluidity. Stacked phase separated domains were also reported in phosphatidylycholine, cholesterol, and sphingomyelin containing membranes [102]. Together these data suggest an underlying physical explanation for aligned phases beyond electrostatic interaction. Kaizuka and Groves suggest the possible role of surface tension in preferentially aligning gel domains [102]. Patterned stacked bilayers require mechanical characterization but will undoubtedly emerge as a powerful tool to study adhesion.

Polymer "cushioned" and tethered bilayers provide an alternative method to decouple the SLB from the underlying glass [103]. These methods were developed with the goal of incorporating integral membrane proteins into SLBs; however they also offer potential for manipulating the mechanical microenvironment. Integral proteins incorporated into SLBs typically fail to maintain their fold and lateral mobility due to adsorption on the glass, steric hindrance to diffusion, and denaturation as proteins are dragged along the surface [104]. Polymer cushions or tethers lift the SLB off the glass, not only cushioning the bilayer, but also creating space for diffusing integral proteins. Whereas cytochrome b₅ and annexin V were both immobile in SLBs formed directly on glass, a combination of BSA passivation and polymer tether incorporation raised the highly mobile fraction to 75% [105,106]. Tethers must link the bilayer to the glass while not interacting with either the lipids or any incorporated proteins. In addition, the polymer of choice must be hydrophilic to support bilayer formation [105]. Therefore, PEG and chitosan have been popular choices for polymer tethers and cushions. Sterling et al. also fabricated actin-supported bilayers, in which the actin cushion attempted to better mimic the cortex; the results of this work emphasize that fluidity modulation is polymer specific [107]. Alternatively, cushioning the SLB with a thin cellulose cushion has been used to generate homogeneous bilayers with mobile integrins [104].

A major challenge in integral protein orientation is directing protein orientation. When proteins are reconstituted in vesicles for fusion with SLBs, their orientation scrambles. This skews diffusion measurements, because proteins with reversed orientation can be immobilized or denatured if their large extracellular domain interacts with the support. In mechanotransduction studies, these proteins would also fail to interact with their binding partners. Recent work by Richards et al. suggested that protein orientation can be controlled by incorporating integral proteins using cell blebs, small isolated vesicles from mammalian cells. Because these originate from the plasma membrane, proteins were oriented in their natural arrangement. Thermodynamically favorable downwards rupture preserved receptor orientation when vesicles fused during SLB formation [108].

Although the potential for polymer-cushioned bilayers as a platform to adjust the underlying substrate rigidity in mechanotransduction studies has not yet been explored, stacked and polymer-tethered bilayer technologies have been combined to generate robust surface-decoupled SLBs to study adhesion. Bilayers are linked by maleimide-thiol coupling of lipopolymer linkers [109]. To date, this is the only stacked bilayer system that has been applied as a novel cell substrate. 1-palmitoyl-2-oleyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphocholine (POPC) bilayers were alternately doped with 5 mol% 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[maleimide(polyethylene glycol)-200] (ammonium salt) (DSPE-PEG2000-Mal) or 5 mol% 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphoethanol (Sodium Salt) (DPE). A sucrose gradient promoted the sinking and fusion of giant unilamellar vesicles and maleimide-thiol coupling linked the upper and lower leaflets of adjacent bilayers. In agreement with the Evans-Sackmann model, the diffusion coefficient increased and the viscous drag coefficient decreased for each additional layer [98]. Lipopolymer-linked stacked bilayers coated with laminin behaved both viscoelastically and plastically. Individual lipids and attached receptors were laterally mobile but beads containing preclustered receptors became immobilized when attaching to the multi-bilayers [110]. Notably, AFM micrographs revealed that surface roughness increased with the addition of each layer; these effects were likely the result of decoupling between the upper bilayers and the glass [109].

### 3.2. Patterning to control receptor mechanics

#### 3.2.1. Lipid and ligand patterning

Ligand patterning is a powerful approach that has been widely applied in the study of adhesion and immune cell activation. On glass, block copolymer micelle nonolothigraphy (BCM) allows the deposition of nanoparticles with precise control over particle density, ranging from 50 to 150 nm [111,112]. By decorating these particles with ligand, BCM has been used to identify the critical pMHC density required to support T cell spreading, as well as to study the crosstalk between cell migratory behavior and ligand presentation [112]. To more closely mimic cell-cell interactions and to understand the role of ligand mobility, it is highly desirable to develop similar methods to control ligand geometry and density within supported lipid bilayers.

Until recently, patterning within bilayers has been limited to the ability to pattern blocks of membrane. Several methods have been developed in which lipids are either selectively added or removed in patterns. In one such method, an SLB formed on chromium grids was physically peeled off using a scanning probe tip and then refilled [113]. Alkaline conditions favored membrane removal. Neutralizing the pH promoted bilayer fusion and allowed these regions to be backfilled with a second lipid composition. SLB micro-voids could also be generated with deep UV illumination [114]. In a widely used method, SLBs are patterned with a polymethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp. PDMS stamps are inked with SLBs, which are contact transferred to a glass substrate. Combining this method with BSA barriers, it was possible to form bilayers with a lipid concentration gradient. Following stamping, vesicles with a second composition of lipids were added on top of the printed SLB and allowed to mix within compartments [115,116]. The composition of the resulting membrane patches depended on the size of the stamp applied to each region defined by the BSA grid. Groves et al. achieved spatial control over HeLa and fibroblast cell adhesion on patterned SLBs by incorporating phosphatidylserine (PS), which promotes cell adhesion, into individual corrals on an SLB (Fig. 3A) [116]. Using these methods, it would also be possible to selectively attach adhesion ligands within distinct regions of the SLB by controlling which
patches contain functionalized lipids or lipid ligands, such as glycolipids, which are commercially available and can support cell adhesion [117]. Examples include PIP, DNP, reactive ligands such as azide modified lipids and thiol reactive lipid headgroups.

Another more common method to control the spatial arrangement of ligands within the SLB is by membrane protein photolithography. Optogenetic tools including caged and photoactivatable proteins are engineered with naturally occurring photoreceptors such as the LOV domain [118]. By shining the appropriate laser on the engineered proteins, the experimenter can spatiotemporally control protein accessibility and activation. In one approach, these domains can be linked to the protein of interest and then cleaved using photoactivation, therefore allowing the experimenter to control which ligands are accessible and which ligands remain caged. Combining this system with the supported lipid bilayer–T cell synapse model, DeMond et al. controlled T cell blast spreading and activation [119]. Membrane-bound MHC molecule II was loaded with MCC peptide fused to a light sensitive 6-nitroveratryloxycarbonyl (NVOC) blocking group. On bilayers with caged pMHC and ICAM-1 to support adhesion, T cell blasts crawled across the surface and failed to form T cell synapses. When the NVOC was cleaved with near-UV light, pMHC was exposed, causing T cells to adopt a round shape and to form immunological synapses.

Alternatively, light-sensitive linkers may be used to selectively remove ligands from the surface. Nakayama et al. developed a photoeliminative linker that can be used to both site-specifically add and remove proteins on a bilayer [120]. A photoeliminative 4-(4-(1-hydroxyethyl)-2-methoxy-5-nitrohexyloxy)butanoic acid bridges a biotin group and a farnesyl group, which inserts into the bilayer. Prior to functionalization with streptavidin, biotin can be removed by UV-illumination through a patterned mask. Using a second round of UV irradiation at later time points, the protein may be released from the bilayer, providing a model to study adhesion and diffusion. To date, photoactivation of ligands has only been applied to continuous bilayers. On corralled bilayers, photobleaching of individual squares allows the generation of detailed patterns and images; the fraction of photobleached species per corral corresponding to the fractional area of the square exposed to light (Fig. 3B) [121]. One can envision that combining these two methods could yield bilayers with precisely patterned ligands that maintain their lateral mobility but are confined to microscale patches.

Immobilized ligands can be incorporated into an SLB using gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) or nanodots. Lohmüller et al. used BCM to disperse AuNPs within the SLB plane. Ephrin A1 ligands were linked to AuNPs with thiolated DNA, and RGD was incorporated into the surface. Using a grid pattern precision [130]. SLBs separated by metal grids provide an optimal platform for studying receptor and cytoskeletal mechanics due to their rigidity and ability to support cellular forces. A glass substrate is etched and coated with polymeric photore sist. Electron beam lithography exposes a grid pattern, and metal walls are deposited with electron beam evaporation. Grids are typically composed of chromium, but may also be aluminum or gold. The glass regions within the grid are exposed by sonication, and filled with an SLB formed by vesicle fusion [35, 124]. A key challenge with diffusion barriers is the convolution of the effects due to blocked receptor transport versus mechanical force generation. Indeed, both clustering and mechanics are altered, resulting in spatiomechanical mutation. The exact forces that diffusion barriers impart are also unknown. Future studies will address this question using ratiometric molecular tension fluorescence microscopy on SLBs containing barriers (Section 4.1.1).

4. Methods to measure receptor forces at fluid interfaces

4.1. Molecular tension probes on supported lipid bilayers

Molecular tension fluorescence microscopy (MTFM, previously reviewed by Jurchenko and Salaita [131]) is a method to optically image receptor mechanics at the living-nanoliving interface. Previously, this method has been applied to map T cell receptor, epidermal growth factor receptor, and integrin forces with high spatiotemporal resolution [11, 15, 131–136]. In MTFM, an immobilized probe molecule comprised of a flexible linker and flanked by a fluorophore-quencher pair presents a ligand to a receptor of interest. In the resting (dark) state, the flexible linker is in a collapsed state, and the fluorophore and quencher remain in close proximity. When a receptor binds to the ligand and applies pN tension, the linker extends, causing separation of the fluorophore and quencher, which is accompanied by a significant increase in fluorescence. The flexible linker may be made of DNA, polymer, or protein
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and is selected based on its force-extension relationship. State-of-the-art probes yield a 100-fold increase in fluorescent intensity upon opening [11].

In typical MTFM, an increase in donor fluorescence serves as a quantitative reporter of quenching efficiency. This is valid because the immobilized probes have a fixed donor density and fluorescence intensity is directly proportional to quenching efficiency and quantum yield. When probes are attached to a fluid bilayer, the fluorescence intensity is proportional to probe density and quenching efficiency (force). Tension-mediated increases in donor fluorescence are convolved with increases in probe density due to ligated-receptor clustering (Fig. 4A). Therefore, the application of MTFM to SLBs requires the separation of the signal contribution due to probe clustering versus probe opening.

To address this problem, Ma et al. developed the first ratiometric MTFM probes, which allow the calculation of the contribution of signal due to tension, tension density. In this design, AuNPs are decorated with DNA tension probes and is attached to an SLB using biotin/streptavidin interaction. A second fluorophore is non-specifically attached to the streptavidin, and this density reporter fluorophore directly reports probe surface density. An additional benefit to this probe is the high signal-to-noise ratio; donor fluorescence is dual quenched by the molecular quencher and by nanoparticle surface-energy transfer (NSET) with the AuNP [136] (Fig. 4B-D). Nowosad et al. published an alternate
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design in which the traditional MTMF probe is modified with a density reporter fluorophore on the hairpin strand. Tension is quantified by the opening ratio (Fig. 4E) [137]. It would also be possible to achieve similar measurements by quantifying the tension density or FRET efficiency using DNA-FRET probes, which were previously applied to measure single receptor tension on glass [138].

Although ratiometric MTMF is currently the only method to measure receptor-mediated forces on a bilayer, other tension sensors could also be combined with SLBs to elucidate the role of fluidity in modulating the mechanics of accessory adhesomes. For example, Grashoff et al. introduced a genetically encoded tension sensor in 2014 [139]. This sensor contains two fluorescent proteins separated by a spider silk elastic domain, which measures pN tension across a protein. To date this probe has been inserted into a number of proteins including catenin, vinculin, α-actinin, and spectrin [17,139,140]. Combining cells transfected with genetically encoded tension sensors with SLBs and ratiometric MTMF, researchers will gain a more complete understanding of the role of traction forces and lateral fluidity in regulating adhesome mechanics.

4.2. Tension measurements on supported lipid bilayers

Integrin and cadherin molecule force maps have not yet been generated using ratiometric MTMF, but immune-cell receptor forces at the cell-SLB interface have been measured in both B and T cells. Both B and T cell receptors were capable of opening ratiometric tension probes on an SLB, but the measured tension was lower than that generated on glass. Ma et al. reported T cell receptor tension of 4.7 pN on an SLB [136]. In contrast, Liu et al. demonstrated the ability of potent T cell receptors to unzip a 12 pN tension gauge tether (TGT) on glass [11]. Similarly, primary B cells could unfold a percentage of 7 pN probes on an SLB, but could not open 9 or 14 pN probes [137]. On glass, primary B cells were capable of unzipping 56 pN TGTs [10]. Importantly, MTMF measures the magnitude of tension rather than a force vector, and probe opening reflects net tension. On SLBs, where receptors cannot generate strong traction forces parallel to the bilayer, the majority of probe opening must be attributed to vertical forces. Thus, it is not surprising that tension measurements would be lower on an SLB compared to those on glass.

Ratiometric MTMF probes provide a method to characterize the relationship between pN mechanical forces and clustering in a variety of juxtacrine and cell-matrix interactions. Although these measurements have not yet been made, existing measurements on rigid substrates allow one to bound the range of forces. Note that force measurements are dependent on method, loading rate, and specific interaction parameters, so there is a great deal of variability.

5. Mechanobiology of adhesion revealed using supported lipid bilayers

5.1. Lateral fluidity guides cell adhesion

The relationship between cell spreading and substrate stiffness has been well established; substrate stiffness influences lineage commitment and morphology [141–143]. In general, cells spread best on stiffer substrates, which support high traction forces that allow the cells to form larger contact areas [141,144]. A related question is how cells respond to ligand mobility and cell-matrix interactions. What are the effects of movile ligands versus rigidly anchored ligands? Many common substrate strains are limited in their ability to recapitulate the intrinsic flexibility of the ECM; therefore, these effects have been less studied than the stiffness response [145]. Recently, several novel substrates and mathematical models have been developed to probe these effects. SLBs are particularly well-suited for this line of research because of their easily tunable architecture, fluidity, and functionalization.

Counterintuitively, increased fluidity does not always correspond with poor adhesion. Recall Smith et al.’s RGD-containing GUV’s that interacted with fluid and nonfluid receptors: receptor mobility increased the GUV’s ability to withstand external forces [2.2.1] [76]. Whereas nonmobile bonds stretched under tension, mobile receptor-ligand complexes reorganized on the GUV to distribute the forces [76]. Beyond the special case of catch bonds, nonmobile interaction lifetime would be shortened according to the Bell Model [1].

To test the effects of ligand fluidity on adhesion, Garcia et al. incorporated three peptides into DOPC and DPPC supported lipid monolayers (SLMs) and monitored the attachment and spreading of HAE amniotic endothelial cells, as well as THP-1 and M07 and hematopoietic progenitor cells. HAE cells and both hematopoietic progenitor cells lines displayed decreased adhesion frequency and spreading on DOPC SLMs compared to DPPC SLMs [146]. DOPC and DPPC have the same headgroup, but DOPC is fluid at room temperature and DPPC is not, suggesting a preference for nonfluid bilayers. However, in a similar study using human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs), Kocer and Jonkheijm obtained opposite results (Fig. 5A). On both SLBs, hMSC adhesion frequency increased with ligand density, however, cells always spread better on fluid DOPC SLBs than nonfluid DPPC SLBs. This effect was most pronounced at high ligand densities, where cell area double on DOPC SLBs compared to that on DPPC SLBs. These results suggest that hMSC adhesion is enhanced with increased ligand interaction and binding avidity obtained through ligand clustering on a fluid SLB [147]. Wong et al. probed hMSC differentiation substrates containing RGDs tethered to magnetic nanoparticles using PEG. Tethers were flexible at rest, but the application of a magnetic field restricted their flexibility. In contrast to SLB-culture, hMSCs exhibited increased spreading and focal adhesion assembly on less flexible tethers; these differences perpetuated over several days. These divergent results can likely be attributed to increased mechanotransduction by magnetic actuation and differences in signaling associated with long range versus short range translocation [148]. Attwood et al. found that human foreskin fibroblasts attached to RGD ligands on glass also preferred short tethers; increasing adhesion and cell area correlated decreasing tether length [149].

On lipopolymer-tethered stacked bilayers coated with a laminin network, cells exhibited reduced traction forces by both integrin and cadherin mediated adhesions with the addition of each plane [25,110]. SLB fluidity increased with the number of layers (Fig. 5B), and it was unusual that cells on a fluid SLB could generate any traction forces. These forces arose due to slowed cluster diffusion and leaflet coupling by lipopolymer tethers [110]. Cell stiffness, spread size, and adhesion size were all reduced with increasing stack layer and fluidity (Fig. 5C,D). This trend was unsurprising given that the addition of each layer reduced substrate stiffness, and compliant substrates cannot develop strong traction forces. However, traction forces associated with rigid substrates are still not incompatible with ligand mobility. Pompe et al. propose a model of friction-controlled traction forces, in which focal adhesions are motile, and the friction of adhesion movement generates traction forces [150].

In Vafaei et al.’s SLB-ECM hybrid system, hepatocytes remodeled the local environment through a combination of packing flexible ECM proteins and lipid diffusion. Collagen and fibronectin were covalently
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Fig. 4. MTMF probes to map pN receptor tension at SLB-cell junctions. (A) On an SLB, fluorescence increases are attributed to both increased density (clustering) and probe opening (tension). Closed probe fluorescence is quenched. When receptors cluster or pull on probes, intensity increases. At F1/2, 50% of the probes are open. (B) Nanoparticle-based ratiometric tension probes containing a fluorophore on the hairpin strand. (F) Representative cell image of B cell receptors clustering and pulling on DNA tension probes. Scale bar 5 μm. (CD reprinted from [136] with permission from publisher. F reprinted from [137] with permission from publisher).
coupled to fluid SLBs. Following coupling, lipids remained fluid with a diffusion coefficient of ~1 μm²/s, but ECM proteins did not diffuse, so adhered cells could generate traction forces. Hepatocytes spread on the ECM functionalized SLBs with lower area and rounder morphology than on ECM-functionalized glass due to reduced effective stiffness of the SLB platform. After 3 h, cells showed ECM enrichment under the cell and depletion surrounding the cell (Fig. 5E). As lipid fluidity was decreased with the addition of cholesterol, ECM depletion zones were also reduced, indicating that adhesion is modulated simultaneously by ligand flexibility and translation [91].

Kourouklis et al. took a synthetic approach to solving the same problem. Fluid amphiphilic block polymers containing RGD ligands were used to mimic the ECM, and fluidity was adjusted by changing the percent “lubricating” polymer, much like cholesterol composition could tune SLB fluidity [145]. Interestingly, 3T3 cells behaved nonlinearly. Cells on intermediate-fluidity substrates were consistently rounder and smaller with sparser focal adhesions compared to cells on substrates of higher and lower fluidity. Kourouklis et al. suggest that at low fluidity, cells generated traction forces on the substrate and adhered primarily through focal adhesions. At high fluidity, traction forces diffused, but receptors reinforced adhesion through clustering [145]. This result and corresponding model, along with Vafaee’s observation of enrichment allude to the cell-free case of adhesion strengthening through mobility.

Altogether these data indicate that the mobility response is specific. We propose that that it is regulated by a complex combination of fluidity and force sensing, molecular friction, adhesion mechanism, and cell and receptor-specific responses, but the relationship between these factors is yet to be elucidated. Ligand lateral fluidity and flexibility are convoluted in many attempts to characterize this response. SLBs will be useful in separating the effects of these two parameters through phase tuning, corolling, and altered linker length.

5.2. Mechanobiology of nascent integrin adhesions

While integrins and mature FAs have been extensively characterized using traction force microscopy (TFM), super resolution imaging, force probes, and single molecule force spectroscopy, nascent adhesions (NA) have been more challenging to study, because few methods have sufficient spatiotemporal and mechanical resolution to map their dynamics [12, 13, 15, 133, 151]. Recently SLBs have emerged as useful platform to probe NA formation and maturation into FA. Because fluid SLBs are traction force free, comparing the behavior of NAs on SLBs versus glass has allowed identification of the key biochemical and biomechanical signaling events in adhesion formation.

Initial integrin clustering and activation are independent of substrate mechanics and lateral forces; but mechanotransduction is required for the development of mature FAs from NAs. On glass, NAs containing integrins, paxillin, zyxin, and vinculin formed as actin polymerization extended lamellipodia at the leading edge of the cell. These clusters grew to 0.2 μm² and the majority rapidly disassembled as actin passed over the NA and further extended the lamellipodia. On average, NA persisted for ~1 min [24, 152]. A small fraction of NAs colocalized with actin and α-actinin tracks and matured rather than disassembling [152]. Nearly identical clusters formed on SLBs, but these NA persisted through the entire 15 min observation window (Fig. 6A). NA size was independent of ligand density and activation state and was consistent on glass and SLBs [24]. NA formation on fluid SLBs and rigid glass indicated that NAs form independent of substrate rigidity. On fluid SLBs, mature adhesions failed to form without traction forces, but NAs stabilized due ligated integrin clustering. Further supporting this, myosin overexpression promoted NA maturation on glass, and myosin inhibition inhibited NA maturation but did not interfere with normal assembly or disassembly [24].

Cluster stabilization on SLBs allowed observation of previously undetected steps in NA recruitment and migration (Fig. 6B) [22]. On
both continuous and corralled SLBs, integrin-RGD cluster growth coincided with focal adhesion kinase, talin, and pallxin recruitment and promoted actin polymerization over NAs, which caused clusters to initially move inwards in pairs [22]. Several clusters associated with FHOD1, which was activated by Src family kinases to promote actin polymerization driving lamellipodia spreading and cluster outwards translocation [22,153]. This was the first observation of outwards cluster motion in adhesion, which is not visible on glass or polymer substrates. On glass, FHOD1 signaling was required for polarized actin polymerization, traction force organization, and NA maturation [153]. On SLBS, cells retracted following spreading, and clusters were again translocated inwards, driven by Myosin II. Vinculin associated with clusters, suggesting talin unfolding during retraction [3,22]. Cells on gridlines aggregated integrins on the outside of barriers and formed stable adhesions, and cells on continuous substrates clustered integrins in tight rings and became round. Further studies are needed to measure forces generated by Myosin II on an SLB and to investigate whether these forces are sufficient to drive integrin tension, but measurement of very weak and highly cooperative Myo1c forces on an SLB coated bead suggest that this behavior likely also requires many engaged myosins [84].

NA formation and migration required talin. Expression of the talin head domain rescued NA formation and motility, but NAs were slightly smaller than WT. Expression of the rod domain rescued NA formation but with less mobility. Talin rod domains can dimerize, which aided in clustering, but the full protein was required for full and motile NAs [24]. These results fit closely with Elosegui-Artola et al.’s recent results that talin expression is required for stiffness-dependent NA maturation on rigid substrates [144]. TFM revealed that on low stiffness substrates, fibroblast traction forces increased with rigidity independent of talin expression. On rigid substrates, traction forces increased with rigidity in talin-expressing cells and decrease with rigidity in talin-depleted cells [144]. Talin head domain expression activated integrins in talin-depleted cells, but could not recover high traction forces on rigid substrates. The tail-domain alone also failed to rescue the stiffness response, which could only be recovered by expression of the entire protein. Thus, talin binding and unfolding are critical decision-making steps in mechanotransduction. On fluid substrates, talin regulates NA motility, whereas on non-fluid substrates talin regulates the loading-dependent stiffness response.

Traction forces also impact the formation of podosome-like adhesions, mature FAs, and receptor internalization (Fig. 6C) [23,80]. NAs in macrophages and fibroblasts on continuous SLBs ultimately transition into podosome-like adhesions in the absence of strong traction forces. NAs initially formed as described above, but adhesion proteins later segregated to a ring surrounding a core of polymerizing actin. These adhesions closely mimicked monocytic podosomes and transformed fibroblast’s invadopodia, which are protrusive structures. When fibroblasts spread on 1 μm line pitch corralled bilayers which could support traction forces, mature adhesions like those observed on glass substrates were recovered [23,24,80]. Yu et al. proposed a mechanotransduction pathway in which traction forces serve as a checkpoint in forming stable FAs and failure to mount traction forces leads to Class 1a phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) recruitment, which initiates a biochemical cascade resulting in podosome formation [23]. Notably these studies suggest a model of local rather than global integrin mechanotransduction. The introduction of barriers on SLBs altered local force generation and signaling [22,35]. When cells spanned the boundary of a continuous and corralled bilayer, they formed traction force stabilized FAs in the patterned region and podosomes in the continuous, fluid region (Fig. 6D) [23].

A subset of integrins were internalized on SLBs, but not on glass. After initial NA formation, integrin-β3 clusters colocalized with Dab2, an adaptor protein in clathrin-mediated endocytosis. These NAs anti-colocalized with talin, indicating that recruitment of endocytosis machinery occurred downstream of mechanosensing. When actomyosin contractility was inhibited on glass, NA also colocalized with Dab2. Thus, failure to generate traction forces and stable FA can lead to integrin internalization [61].

5.3. Mechanobiology of cadherin-mediated adhesion

Cadherin mediated adherens junctions form at the cell–cell interface and contribute to tissue integrity. In adherens junctions, cadherins cluster in cis on the cell surface and bind to cadherins on the opposing cell surface through trans interactions. Several lines of evidence suggest that cadherins both transmit and respond to mechanical forces. AFM studies suggest cadherins can form both slip and catch bonds depending on binding configuration [40]. Micropillar arrays deflected by cadherin-mediated forces demonstrated that cadherins apply traction forces to their substrate, but the unnatural spatial arrangement of cadherins in these studies obscures the physiological relevance of the results [154]. Borgh, et al. inserted genetically encoded spider silk tension sensors into the cytoplasmic tails of cadherin, allowing the first measurement of mechanical forces across adherens junctions. Their results revealed that membrane associated E-cadherin is constitutively under tension and that tension is transmitted across adherens junctions through cadherins [17]. However, as with FA, AJ formation has been challenging to probe, including how cadherins associate to form AJs and how mechanical forces contribute to their assembly. Recently, SLBs have provided a platform to spatiomechanically resolve AJ and cadherin cluster formation, while also offering improved physiological relevance [26,61,110].

Membrane technologies have been used for more than a decade to study cadherin-mediated adhesion, but only recent work has successfully mimicked AJ formation. The earliest studies characterizing the mechanics of cadherin-mediated adhesion at a fluid interface employed simple cell-free systems [155,156]. Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) were decorated with E-cadherin and allowed interaction with bilayers containing E-cadherin. Adhesion was observed by puckering in reflection interference contrast microscopy. Because cadherins bind weakly, vesicle adhesion to the bilayer required high concentrations of surface-presented E-cadherin [155]. Adhesions withstood thermal fluctuations but ruptured under shear force, suggesting weak clustering at adhesion sites [156].

Inspired by SLB studies using a bilayer to mimic an antigen presenting cell, Perez, et al. published the first model of cadherin-mediated adhesion at the living-nonliving interface. MCF-7 cells were adhered to an SLB containing glycosylphosphatidyl inositol (GPI)-linked cadherins (hEFG) [157]. A small percentage of cells loosely attached and clustered hEFG, but the majority of cells could not spread without anchors. The incorporation of immobile 5 μm fibronectin islands within the bilayers permitted cell spreading and hEFG enhancement under the cell.

In 2015, Biswas et al. used phase tuning to develop the first SLB platform to support artificial AJ formation [26]. 1% of cells clustered cadherins into an AJs on highly fluid bilayers, but cells on partially fluid bilayers containing NBD-PC readily enriched E-cadherins into AJs (Fig. 6E). FCS revealed that cadherins on SLB diffused as monomers, suggesting they only associated during AJ formation. AJ formation was achieved by cluster coalescence during filopodial retraction. In both fluid and partially fluid bilayers, AJs formed in an all-or-nothing fashion; partial junctions were not observed. This observation together with the enhanced AJ formation on low fluidity SLBs suggest that adherens junctions require mechanical forces and kinetic nucleation to form. Very viscous SLBs generated resisting forces that could possibly support catch bonds across bound cadherins which would elongate bond lifetime. Low diffusivity promoted clustering and active nucleation, allowing junction formation to proceed. Within junctions, FRAP revealed that cadherins had low turnover and instead were immobilized within stable junctions [27]. Surprisingly, mechanical resistance alone was insufficient to form adherens junctions. Although corralled bilayer gridlines slowed transport and served as sites of force generation, cells on fluid
corralled bilayers failed to form AJs. Thus, long range lateral transport of receptors is required [Fig. 6F] [26]. This mechanism is in contrast with integrin adhesion, where forces at barriers locally determined the adhesion pathway.

SLBs with reduced fluidity by the addition of high density poly-His E-cadherin ectodomain also supported AJ formation and were used to study α-catenin mechanobiology in cadherin-mediated adhesions [27]. Cells spread on these SLBs exhibited two populations of cadherins that clustered during filopodial retraction: AJs at the cell periphery and cadherins loosely clustered in “central adhesions” underneath the cell. AJs and central adhesions both contained α- and β-catenin, but only AJs colocalized with actin, vinculin, and phosphorylated myosin light chain. Interestingly, the vinculin head domain and α18 could bind both populations of α-catenin; this indicated that α-catenin was active both AJ and central adhesions, which was unexpected because activated α-catenin usually is bound to actin. Cells spread on SLBs with widely spaced chromium grids exhibited normal cluster formation, but spreading and cluster formation by filopodia, along with α18 binding, was...
Major breakthroughs in SLB technologies include the ability to precisely pattern fluid and anchored ligands, to incorporate properly oriented and fluid transmembrane proteins, to generate multiple stacked bilayers, and to measure mechanical forces at the cell-SLB interface using ratiometric tension probes [25,109,110,123,136,137]. Current studies of integrin and cadherin mediated adhesion using SLBs offer new insight into NA and AJ formation and demonstrate the power of spatiomechanical mutation using SLBs. By combining the techniques described in this review, we envision mechanically tunable cell substrates and sensors to probe specific signaling events in mechanotransduction. Hybrid adhesions consisting of immobilized ligands on STONAs and mobile ligands into the surrounding SLB will reveal the role of ligand mobility and transport in adhesion and cluster formation. Adjusting fluidity and stiffness while maintaining ligand density will deepen or understand how cells respond to ligand mobility versus substrate rigidity.

6. Conclusions and future directions

Entry SLB technologies provide a sensitive and controllable toolset to study the link between physics and biology.
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